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HOLIDAY 
ADVERTISING TRENDS
SHOPPERS ARE OPEN TO DISCOVERING NEW  
BRANDS, PRODUCTS, AND WAYS TO SAVE MONEY.

MOBILE SHOPPING PIQUES
As consumers look to research, shop, and  
purchase from the comfort of their couch.

BEHAVIOR CHANGES
As consumers begin to shop for items  
and gifts they might not normally purchase.

FOOT TRAFFIC INCREASES
As shoppers visit restaurants, stores, 
see movies, and travel.

LIMITED-TIME OFFERS
And other promotional creative begin to  
clutter consumer in-boxes and mailboxes. 

POST-HOLIDAY BLISS
Sales and awareness are riding high.

NEARLY $970  
IS SPENT BY 
THE AVERAGE  
PERSON DURING 
THE HOLIDAY 
SEASON.

SOCIAL TIPS AND TRICKS

47%  
of consumers  
will not pay  
for shipping. 

> > Ad extensions  
and ad copy should  
highlight these  
features. Even if  
they are limited- 
time offers. 

42% of major retailer sales  
between December 18 - 25  
are from shoppers using  
“buy online” or “pick-up  
in-store” options.
> > Utilize location extensions and  
messaging to promote this purchase option.

$38 is the average  
overage people spend  
when shopping with  
gift cards. 
> >  A/B test messaging and utilize  
sitelinks to drive users to a gift card  
purchase page.

PROSPECTING

Utilize machine learning  
optimization to maximize  
performance in real-time.  
(Campaign Budget Optimization) 

CAMPAIGN STRUCTURE

Cut through the clutter with innovative  
formats optimized to mobile.  
(offers, stories, video, canvas,  
collections, slideshow)

TESTING TIPS

Increase prospecting budgets and rates  
by >20% going into November/December.

Test new strategies like Dynamic Ads  
for broad audiences.

Focus on qualifying audiences  
with pixel and CRM-based Custom  
Audiences + Lookalike Audiences.

Expand Geo-targeting to find inexpensive  
inventory of high-intent shoppers. 

Use Automatic Placements to  
reach people wherever they are.

Consolidate audiences  
and creative rotations  
to avoid spreading your  
budget too thin.

Consider other platforms for  
high-impact campaigns. 
(Snapchat, Pinterest, Twitter)

Tailor messaging to reflect  
the holiday shopper mindset.  
(product reviews, promotions and  
inspirational storytelling)

of shoppers last year said  
their holiday shopping was 
complete by Thanksgiving.
> > Start early! Return on Ad Spend  
(ROAS) is important but early awareness 
is critical. 

30%

> > Loyalty is king. Re-marketing lists and  
promotion extensions can help familiar  
brands maintain their edge. 

of consumers made purchases 
from a new retailer in 2017,  
while over 60% were open to it.

50%Nearly

of those who conduct a local 
search on their smartphone  
are most likely to shop in-store 
within 24 hours. 
> > Store Visit reporting from Google is  
now able to be segmented by store location, 
and its accuracy has greatly improved  
within the past six months. 
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45%  
try to return  
products received  
as gifts.

37%  
like the option to  
return the product  
back to the store. 
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